Magic potions!
Autumn walk
Enjoy an Autumn walk together! What
colours can you see? Can you find some
leaves, some conkers or some
pinecones? Please send us a photo of
your walk! We would love to see them!
photos@rosegrove-nur.lancs.sch.uk

Number rhymes
Enjoy singing some number
songs and rhymes together!
We love the song about the
Autumn leaves! Use your
fingers to help you count!

Can you mix a magic potion? We will
need to know your secret recipe, and
also what will happen if you drink it!
Will it give you some super powers?

Enjoying these activities
will help you to support your
child’s learning at home.
Please choose one activity
to enjoy each week, with
your child.

Pouring and filling
Find some empty bottles or
containers for playing with in the
bath! Practise lots of filling,
emptying, and pouring between them!
Can you use the language “Full”
“Empty” and “Half full.”

Firework patterns
Can you create a colourful firework
picture? You can use anything you
like to make it! If you bring it in to
nursery we would love to display them
for everyone to see!
Prize for the best effort!

Shape hunt
Bear hunt

Gruffalo crumble

Enjoy looking for different shapes while

Have you got a teddy bear (or a
favourite cuddly toy) at home?
Can you draw a picture of it, and

My tummy is beginning to rumble!
Can you make some Gruffalo
crumble to enjoy at home? Weigh

tell us all about your bear?

out your ingredients carefully,
and enjoy mixing them together!

shapes can you see and where did you see
them? Can you make a list of the shapes
you found? We have been using the
language: “circle, triangle, square,
rectangle, “2D shape” (flat shape) “Cube,

Hope it tastes delicious!

you are at home or out and about. What

cuboid, cone, “3D shape” (Solid shape)

